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“ Everyday Use” by Alice Walker s Commentary “ Maggie will be nervous 

until her sister goes” (Walker 315). “ In reallife I am a large, big-boned 

woman with rough man-working hands” (Walker 315). 

“ a hundred pounds litter, [her] skin like uncooked barley pancake and with a

witty ” (Walker 315). 

“ Who can even imagine me looking a strange white man in the eye” (Walker

315). 

“ perhaps a dog run over by some careless person rich enough to own a car”

(Walker 316). 

“ She used to read to us without pity; forcing words, lies, other folk’s habits, 

whole lives upon us two, sitting trapped and ignorant underneath her voice” 

(Walker 316). 

“ At sixteen she had a style of her own: and knew what style was” (Walker 

317). 

“ Often I fought off the temptation to shake her off” (Walker 317) 

“ bear it any longer, being named after the people who oppress me” (Walker 

320). 

“ be backward enough to put them to everyday use” (Walker 320). 

This quote, in the first passage, highlights Mama’s feelings about Maggie’s 

inferiority to her sister. Maggie is yet to experience a lot of things in life that 

her sisters, which happens to be the unseen TV guests, have already met. 

Mama is looking for a day that she will be in a TV studio with her daughter as

audience congratulates them. 

This passage describes how hard Mama has been working around her 

property. She usually compares herself to masculine things such as wearing 

flannel pajamas, killing and cleaning hogs and using a sledge hammer to kill 
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a bull calf. 

In this quote, Mama realizes that her daughter’s ambitions are totally 

different from hers. She feels that her daughter wants to complement her 

looks with that of a “ white” woman, and by doing so, she feels she is 

deviating from “ real life”. 

In this passage, Mama notices that she is not living in accordance to her 

daughter’s expectations, in spite of the pride she takes from her hard work. 

This is something that even bothers her so much. Unlike her daughter “ 

Dee”, who can always look into anyone’s eyes, Mama feels that she cannot. 

At the begging of the second paragraph, Maggie comes out wearing a red 

blouse and a pink skirt and asks her mother how she looks. It is obvious that 

she looks presentable before her mother, but when she walks the mother 

compares her to a dog. This passage presents a change in the Mama’s 

perspective about “ real life”. She now feels that Maggie has a better figure 

than her sister, Dee. Implying that she will perhaps have a better future than

her and Dee. 

In this paragraph, Mama is trying to recall how she thought Dee used to hate

Maggie and their house. Although she managed to take Dee to school with 

the help of her church and the a few money she had, she felt that Dee did 

not appreciate, but turned to hate her house and small daughter. Dee 

realized the importance of education and wanted to share the knowledge 

gained with her mother and sister who only felt that they did not necessarily 

need such knowledge. This paragraph, therefore, indicates different 

perceptions about education between the educated and uneducated as well 

as rural and sophisticated population. 

At this point, Mama was narrating how Dee used to like nice things, which 
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she always worked hard to achieve. She was quite unlike her mother, who 

always believed she is a big-boned woman who is conditioned to work. She 

even says Maggie’s lack of style will finally make her marry John Thomas 

who has “ mossy teeth” (Walker 317). 

This quote describes Mama’s rejection of Dee’s higher expectations in life. 

She is against her daughter’s wish to acquire expensive things and assume a

life that she cannot afford. She feels that Dee, like her, should use her 

energy to do work and live like her. 

Dee corrected her mother that her name changed from Wangero Leewanika 

Kemanjo to Dee because this is name of people who used to oppress her. 

This sentence highlights some of the significant changes that Dee underwent

after school that her mother did not expect. “ Wangero” was the name of a 

revolutionist group that was fighting for the African-American’s place in the 

white society, during civil rights movement. 

This quote describes the time difference between the period when Mama 

used to be a young woman and her daughters time. She offered Dee 

(Wangero) two other quilts, but she rejected saying that their time had 

passed, and even Maggie will not dare to accept them. 
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